
This is a very rare and special habitat because the 
Torrey Pine lives only in Del Mar and on Santa 
Rosa Island.  The trees grow high on sandstone 
cliffs next to the ocean. They have a taproot that 
can grow 200 feet down through sandstone to find 
water. This is a wonderland habitat because of the 
Torrey Pine trees. A surprise is finding the yellow 
Sea Dahlia in the spring. Mojave Yucca is also seen 
here which is an indicator of how unusual plant 
distribution can be, since it is a desert species.

Torrey Pine & Coast Sage



Sun: Often the marine layer of clouds shades the habitat from the sun. 

Air: The water in the ocean cools warmer air so that clouds form. Inland hot air rises bringing 
the marine layer over the habitat.

Earth: Sedimentary rock made of compressed old sand dunes and ancient beaches forms the 
geology of this area.  The soil is porous so water percolates down to a deep water table.

Water: Each year brings eight inches of rain plus two inches of dew to this habitat.  Rainwater 
seeps to the water table.

Time: The sediments that become sandstone settled under water ten thousand years ago. 
Torrey Pine seeds take three years to develop.

Gravity: Steep slopes develop where landslides occur. Without ground cover, earth erodes 
quickly.

Fire: This habitat can burn at any time, generally after several drought years and during a 
Santa Ana wind.

Goldilocks Ecology Factors



Visit the Habitat:  Torrey Pines State Park is a unique habitat located in Del Mar.

Fool-Ya: Wild Turkey was introduced into Southern California and lives in the mountains.
Ocotillo has a niche in the desert.
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